High Definition Video (1080p) Distribution
for Ward and Stake meeting houses
This article describes the video retrofit for the Lincoln California Stake. The Retrofit
introduced HDMI video throughout two old buildings with each building having roughly 8
viewing locations.
The Lincoln Stake is housed in four buildings within a 20 mile radius of the Stake
Center. The two primary buildings of which are assigned to the Lincoln stake were built
in the 1970's in 3 phases each. The Stake Center, which was never designed as a
Stake Center, has a satellite dish and cable based Internet. The Second building,
Loomis, has cable based Internet. Both buildings can receive either 10/1, 18/2, or 50/5
Mbps. Normally both buildings run on the 10/1 service, but during broadcast weekends,
we move the service to 50/5 so as to minimize bandwidth issues. This approach adds
perhaps $20 a $40 a year in ISP costs since we are only charged for higher rates on the
days for which we have subscribed to the faster speeds (dial up the speeds for select
weekends).
The video capabilities in the buildings were coax based utilizing NTSC. The quality of
the video was greatly lacking. Regrettably we received reports of some members
skipping Stake Conference because of the poor audio and video. This suggests that
the quality of the technology was getting in the way of the members seeing and hearing
their leaders as they were teaching the saints in the Stake. Further the poor quality of
the audio and video made it more difficult for the young children to pay attention, thus
the parents had to focus more of their attention on the reverence of their children.
The goal was to replace the A/V in both buildings with modern technology based with
HDMI connections.
At the center of the new video system is HDMI over twin CAT6 cables. This inexpensive
technology allows for cable runs of 100 - 200 feet. Network cable is far easier to pull
and is far more flexible for future technologies. While there are both single and double
cable solutions, we chose the double cable because it supported many more video
resolutions and capabilities versus the single cable. Note: cable lengths far greater than
200 feet are possible with different/ additional equipment.
Also of note is that given that the labor of pulling cable far overshadows the cost of the
materials, we pulled 3 cables to each viewing location; 2 for video and 1 for wired
network. Wireless is great but it can be unreliable at times so wired is almost always
better, especially in large brick buildings.
The solution that has been deployed is currently providing the following key features:
1. 8 or 9 viewing locations in each building.
2. Building to building broadcasts.

3. 1080p video resolution.
4. 30 FPS video.
5. Support of English and Spanish.
6. Audio Integration into the sound system of the building.
7. Internet based Video streaming.
8. Satellite backup for broadcasts (1080i)
9. 42" LCD displays in aux rooms.
10. HDMI, 1080p projectors
11. Simultaneous audio over HDMI and the building sound system.
12. Screen sharing from iPads to deliver both Salt Lake broadcasts and presentations,
such as that which is delivered by the Stake Presidency during the adult sessions of
Stake Conference.
13. AirPlay audio into the building sound system for prelude purposes.
14. AirPlay audio in the Stake Center Relief Society room.

The Working solution.

Note: The photo above does not properly depict the actual quality of the video as this
picture was taken with an iPod touch 4 in low light.
This photo is from the April 2013 Priesthood session. In this session, we experimented
with two projectors in the cultural hall versus the normal single projector, projecting on
the wall over the breezeway. We found that this dual screen arrangement worked
extremely well. Proof of the concept was that when the brethren entered the building,
they filled the sides of the cultural hall before the center of the cultural hall. Our future
plans are to mount 8’ - 10’ screens on the left & right sides of the soffit versus the
portable screens shown in the picture. We also plan to hang the projectors over head.

Equipment Boards
Next is a prototype board for the Lincoln building. It does not yet show all of the long
range extenders, all of the shorter range connections, nor has all of the cabling been
cleaned up. Their are two power strips, one for equipment that stays on (network
switch) and one for video equipment so that the video equipment can be turn on & off
with just a single switch.

Next is the equipment board for the Loomis building. The Primary room cables will
attach to the third long range extender leaving immediate capacity for a tenth and
eleventh connection.

Concealed Wiring and Termination Equipment
The following photos show how the cables are concealed in the walls when not in use.
These plastic face plates are simple plumbing access covers and cost about $10.

The next photos show the termination equipment for the cables. The first is for the short
haul and the second (powered) is for long haul.

System Diagram

Buildings Drawings Showing Equipment Location

Design Notes and Considerations:
1. Where possible, we hardwire network connections to eliminate variables such as a
broadcast when 100 - 300 wifi devices enter the building.
2. The http://tm.lds.org website (only available to those with a calling of Stake
Technology Specialist) will show you how many DHCP addresses are available.
Meeting houses should have at least 100 addresses and Stake Centers 200 (we run
350). Running out of dynamic addresses is why most building wifi’s fall apart during
large meetings. A call to the Global Service Center can address the address issues
very quickly. Also, consider moving critical equipment to static IP addresses. The
http://tm.lds.org website will show you what static addresses are available.
3. Apple TV is a good choice for this system because it allows us to mirror/ redirect the
display from an iPad/ iPhone/ Macbook (Air Parrot can be used with windows
machines)
3. Apple TV’s send sound via the HDMI output and concurrently on a Fiber Digital
Audio output. This is an extremely important aspect of the system because it allows
for sound to be sent to each of the display locations AND the building sound system
concurrently.
4. A Roku box can also be used but audio over HDMI and the building sound system
will require some additional design.
5. Roku and Apple TV’s are both excellent products. They have a lot of overlap but
their are differences. Having both devices has real merit.
6. An HDMI input switch could be used to select between Apple TV, Roku, Satellite,
direct HDMI connection from a computer or tablet.
7. The current satellite receivers have a HDMI output. We ran network cables from the
satellite receiver to the video distribution equipment and then placed a HDMI
extender on a set of the cables to provide the satellite feed to the video distribution
via HDMI.
8. Network surveys during Stake and Ward meetings clearly indicate that IOS devices
out number Android by a wide margin. IOS devices account for about 75% of
devices on the network.
9. Screen mirroring from an iPad to a buildings video distribution is a powerful
instructional aid for Stake and Ward meetings.
10. Each building required about 3000’ of Cat 6 cable.
11. Place the equipment in the middle of the building where cabling lengths are
minimized. For our 40 year old buildings, we used the breezeway between the
chapel and cultural hall. In Loomis the equipment was placed in the mechanical
room above the breezeway. In Lincoln, the equipment was placed on the wall at the
base of the ladder that goes up to the equipment room.

Tips:
• Don’t use Home Depot or Lowes as the source of network cable. Their cable, while
acceptable for many applications, is lower quality. Typically their cable is 200 - 250
MHz, use Cat 6 (or better) running at 550 - 600 MHz, this will allow you to run longer
segments.
• Cabling runs for the video over Cat 6 will only work for point to point. Do NOT
try to use punch down blocks, termination boxes, splices ... The only thing that
works is RJ45 male connector -> Contiguous Cat 6 cable -> Rj45 Connector.
Every connector introduces signal loss, these systems are designed for exactly
2 connections, one for each end of the cable.
• Make sure you password protect the Apple TV, otherwise, someone could
inadvertently highjack the meeting or start playing music during the middle of a
Sacrament meeting. :-) During General Conference, we change the password to
ensure it hasn’t gotten out :-)
• HDMI is only a connector, their are many different resolutions, frequencies and
features (480i, 480p, 720i, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 24 fps, 50 fps, 60 fps, 3d, 30 bit, 36 bit,
ethernet ...) Don’t expect that you can purchase anything that says HDMI and then
expect it to work with everything else that says HDMI. If you stray from the equipment
suggested in this paper, plan extra time to field and prove the solution.
• Video distribution is a rapidly advancing technology. Prices continue to drop, features
are improving, reliability is improving. I have purchased several different HDMI
splitters over the past several years, many of them have not been reliable. The j-Tech
listed below, has proven solid so far. I’m sure their are others.
• 8” port saver/ extenders can be very helpful to reach HDMI jacks on equipment. They
are flexible short extension cables to make sharp turns and to protect the ports on
expensive equipment from stress.

Equipment used.
We sourced most of our equipment from Monoprice.com. They deliver overnight for $6
in California.
A 1000’ box of Cat 6 solid 550 - 600 MHz runs about $150 if you shop around.

Item

Part #

Price

1x8 HDMI® Amplifier Splitter over CAT5e/CAT6 Cable w/ 3D
Support & One HDMI® Output

8208

$112

HDMI Extender Dongle (you need 1 per cable run)

8676

$20

1.5ft Optical Toslink 5.0mm OD Audio Cable

3395

$2

1.5ft 28AWG High Speed HDMI® Cable w/Ferrite Cores - Blue

3944

$2

1.5ft 28AWG High Speed HDMI® Cable w/Ferrite Cores - Red

3345

$2

1.5ft 28AWG High Speed HDMI® Cable w/Ferrite Cores Purple

4053

$2

HDMI® Extender using Cat5e/CAT6 cable extending up to 196
ft, Supporting DDC & HDCP

6532

$43

Digital Coax & Optical Toslink to R/L Stereo Audio Converter

6884

$23

8inch 28AWG High Speed HDMI® With Ethernet Male to
Female Port Saver - Black

6061

$2

Apple Computer

Item

Part #

Price

Apple TV

$99

Airport Express

$99

Amazon.com

Item

Part #

Price

J-Tech Digital TM 4 Ports HDMI 1x4 Powered Splitter Ver 1.3
Certified for Full HD 1080P with Deep Color & HD Audio and
Max Bandwidth of 10.2Gbps

$49

Gigabit network switch.

$50 $150

As an example of cost for a building:

Item

Qty

Cost

Total

1x8 HDMI splitter over Cat 6

1

$112

$112

HDMI-Cat 6 dongle

7

$20

$140

1x4 HDMI splitter

1

$44

$44

1000’ Cat 6 550 MHz

3

$150

$450

Rj45 connectors

25

HDMI port savers

7

$2

$14

Short HDMI cables

4

$2

$8

Apple TV

1

$99

$99

D/A audio converter

1

$22

$22

Toslink fiber cable

1

$2

$2

HDMI long range extender

3

$45

$135

Misc
Total

$20

$100
~$1,150

Conclusion:
While there are many different ways to accomplish the above project, this is a solution
that is very affordable and is working well. Clearly the costs of the projectors and
monitors are not included in this.
The value of this new system is significant. The quality of sound and video for the
Lincoln Stake has made a major leap. The AV quality is no longer a distraction to the
members and the Stake Presidency is now better able to utilize current media for the
instruction of the saints.
I hope that this paper proves useful to you.
Bruce Anderson
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Stake Technology Specialist
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